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Abstract

This chapter introduces an experimental paradigm for developing and test-
ing theories of cultural language evolution. The paradigm is based on design-
ing and implementing artificial agents so that they are able to play language
games about situations they perceive and act upon in the real world. The
agents are not pre-programmed with an existing language but only with the
necessary cognitive functions to self-organize a communication system with-
out human intervention. To increase the relevance for the study of human
language, language game experiments can start from reconstructions of lan-
guage systems and strategies observed in existing human languages so that
the artificial languages emerging in the experiments exhibit similar phenom-
ena as found in human languages and hence explain how and why they have
emerged.

1. Introduction

Theories of cultural language evolution attempt to explain the on-going cultural
evolution of human languages, as attested in the historical record (Heine et al.,
1991). Today, we have indeed a large number of data and reconstructions of older
forms of language carried out by historical linguists and creolists and we know a lot
about the pathways by which new grammatical constructions have arisen (Hopper &
Traugott, 1993; Traugott & Heine, 1991). Moreover we have increasingly more and
more data about current language variation and on-going change, thanks to corpus
studies and data gathered by sociolinguists (Diessel, 1999; Stefanowitsch & Gries,
2003).
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However, and despite the fact that there has been a large amount of activity in
language evolution research lately (see for example the bi-annual conferences start-
ing from (Hurford et al., 1998)), there is still no widely accepted explanatory theory
of the cultural evolution of language of the same stature as current theories of bi-
ological evolution. Such a theory should on the one hand propose some general
principles by which languages can become more complex and it should on the other
hand make concrete proposals for the cognitive functions and interaction patterns
that are needed to see the emergence of specific linguistic forms and the concep-
tualizations they express, for example a tense-aspect system, argument structure
realization, a basic color term vocabulary, a system of quantifiers, an internal agree-
ment system, etc.

The goal of this chapter is to reflect on how we could instantiate and test candi-
date theories. After surveying possible paradigms, we focus on one paradigm based
on simulating aspects of language evolution using artificial agents playing language
games. This paradigm is particularly useful to explore theories of cultural language
evolution based on linguistic selection and self-organization (Steels, 2011)

2. Paradigms for Studying Cultural Language Evolution

Three concrete research paradigms are currently being used for working out and
testing theories of cultural language evolution.

The first paradigm takes primarily a linguistic point of view. It starts from con-
crete data of language change as found in the historical record or in situations where
special circumstances have lead a community of people to develop a new language.
This happened for example in the origins of creoles, formed when speakers from
diverse language backgrounds suddenly come together and have only weak access
to a model language (Mufwene, 2001; Senghas & Coppola, 2001). In such cases,
we see lexicalization and grammaticalization processes occurring that can also be
observed, but on a slower time scale, in the historical development of ‘mature’ lan-
guages (Traugott & Heine, 1991; Heine et al., 1991). Based on both kinds of data,
the kind of cognitive operations and strategies that underly the observed grammati-
calization processes can be reconstructed and tested against empirical data (Heine,
1997).

The second paradigm follows a psychological approach. It proposes to perform
‘semiotic experiments’ with human subjects in order to find out what kind of strate-
gies they employ for coming up with a new communication system (Galantucci &
Garrod, 2010). These experiments typically put humans in challenging situations
where they have to interact without being able to use their existing language. Re-
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markably, they are able to build up new communication systems rather quickly, even
though some people are much better than others (Galantucci, 2005). A special case
of such experiments focuses on cultural transmission by creating a ‘Chinese whis-
pers’ tutor-learner chain, in which the first player acts as tutor for a learner who
becomes the tutor for the next learner in the chain (Scott-Phillips & Kirby, 2010).

There is yet another possible paradigm, which is based on modeling. A par-
ticular proposal is operationalized and then used to simulate the emergence of lan-
guage systems in populations of artificial agents. This approach started in the early-
nineties (see in particular (Hurford, 1989) and an early review in (Steels, 1998)) and
has flourished considerably during the past decade (Briscoe, 2002; ?; Lyon et al.,
2007; Minett & Wang, 2005; Nolfi & Miroli, 2010). The language systems that
emerge in these computational experiments are of course never equal to English or
Hindi, given the historical contingencies that play a role in normal cultural language
evolution, however, by using strategies reconstructed from human languages or by
scaffolding the experiment with a vocabulary or partial grammar from an existing
human language, the artificial languages are closer to a human source language,
which makes the experiment more relevant and the evolution easier to follow.

This synthetic approach of ‘understanding by building’ is still controversial in
linguistics and psychology but it is very common in biology, where this method-
ology has been used since the time organic chemistry started with the synthesis of
urea by Woehler in 1828. The synthesis of organic molecules in order to understand
their composition and function is one of the main methods used in molecular biol-
ogy today. Artificial organs that can take over the role of biological organs (such
as artificial kidneys) are routine. Fascinating research is currently going on to build
artificial cells (Luisi & Oberholzer, 2001), or even artificial RNA (von Kiedrowski,
2005). Given this biological tradition, it is not surprising that the first papers on
agent-based models of language evolution were welcomed in the context of theo-
retical biology, and particularly in Artificial Life conferences and journals.

Even if one chooses the modeling route, there are still many different ways to
model cultural language evolution, depending on the specific theory one wants to
explore. Here we are interested to work out and test a theory of language based
on linguistic selection and self-organization (Steels, 2011). In this theory, situated
communications between embodied individuals plays a major role in shaping, se-
lecting and self-organizing language systems. We therefore need to employ a mod-
eling approach which has communication (and not only vertical transmission) at its
core. Concretely, we will frame communication in terms of language games, fol-
lowing up on proposals originally made by (Wittgenstein, 1953). Language games
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have also been used in the logic literature to develop a formal game-theoretic seman-
tics of predicates, logical connectives and quantifiers (Hintikaa, 1979), however, the
emphasis here is quite different, namely on grounding and embodiment, language
used by populations, and above all on-going change and evolution.

The language game approach to the modeling of cultural language evolution
started from timid beginnings in the early nineties but right now dozens of exper-
iments have been performed for many different aspects of language, ranging from
perceptually grounded vocabularies to grammar. Also there is now a large body
of theoretical investigations in the semiotic dynamics that arises in language game
experiments. These theoretical investigations are not an add-on luxury, they are
crucial to discover what the right system parameters are for language strategies and
what the limitations are of chosen methods.

The remainder of this chapter introduces first the notion of a language game
as it is used in language evolution research. It then discusses how language game
experiments can be set up, and how they can be made more relevant by integrating
more constraints from human languages.

3. Language Games

A language game is embedded in a cooperative activity in which communication
is useful. It attempts to model situated dialog in contrast to the isolated sentences
that are commonly used today in formal linguistics. Consequently language game
introduce a population of individuals, instead of an idealized speaker, a context, and
a communicative purpose, so that pragmatics is part of the modeling effort from the
start. Wittgenstein gives the example of the builder and his assistant. The builder
requires stones of a certain kind to be handed to him and hence they need a lan-
guage for talking about types of stones. A language game involves joint attention
to some objects and activities in the immediate context and a routinized turn taking
interaction that may involve symbolic communication as well as physical actions or
gestural communications. A language game takes place based on a specific embod-
iment that grounds the participants in the world and within a particular environment
and ecological setting. These factors co-determine what kind of communicative
goals participants may have and what kind of concepts they might be able to use.
For example, if the environment contains only black and white objects or if speakers
and hearers are all color blind, a hue-based color language cannot (and should not)
emerge. If the world is such that objects do not move, a language for talking about
events and their temporal structure is irrelevant.
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3.1. Examples

Here is the scenario of a typical language game called the Naming Game (see
the next chapter for details (Steels & Loetzsch, 2009)). The Naming Game is a
Game Of Reference, the speaker attempts to draw the attention of the hearer to an
object in the world by naming a characteristic feature of the object. If the object is a
specific recognizable individual, then a proper name can be used. It is also possible
to name colors, shapes, sizes, as long as they are distinctive.

The game is played by a population P of agents and involves a world W consisting
of objects. Each object is characterized by a point in an n-dimensional feature space.
For example, the color of an object is a point in the three-dimensional color feature
space with the dimensions red-green, yellow-blue, and lightness. Two members are
randomly selected from the population to take on the roles of speaker and hearer
respectively. A context C is established which contains a subset of the objects in the
world W. Then the following interaction takes place:

1. The speaker selects one object out of the context, further called the topic T.

2. The speaker finds the distinctive category for the object and names this cate-
gory.

3. The hearer looks up which object is associated with this category in his mem-
ory and examines the context to find out whether there is an object which has
this distinctive characteristic.

4. The hearer then signals to the speaker which object was intended according
to him, for example by pointing.

5. The speaker checks whether the hearer selected the same object as the one he
had originally chosen.

(a) If they are the same, the game is a success, and the speaker signals this
outcome to the hearer.

(b) If they are different, the game is a failure. The speaker signals this
outcome and then points to the topic he had originally chosen.

A ‘solution’ to the game is a particular language strategy that agents can use to
build up a shared set of distinctive categories and names for these categories such
that they are successful in the game. The agents do not know these categories nor
their names in advance. The language strategy contains diagnostics and repairs for
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concept formation and concept acquisition and routines for concept alignment, as
well as diagnostics and repairs for vocabulary formation and vocabulary acquisition
and routines for vocabulary alignment.

There are always many language strategies possible for a language game de-
pending on the specific cognitive functions that are used for playing the game, for
learning an existing language system or forming one and particularly for alignment.
Each of these strategies has different performance characteristics which can be sys-
tematically investigated for the same experimental parameters in order to find the
‘linguistic niche’ of a strategy. For example, for the Naming Game, we can change
the number of objects in the context, the relevant categorial dimensions, how close
objects are within the feature space used to form categories, the size of the popula-
tion, whether the world is dynamic or static, whether the population is dynamic or
static, and so on.

Another class of language games are Action Games. The speaker tries to get
the hearer to do a particular action, such as turn around, raise the left arm, pick up
an object or go to a particular location in the room. Action games are particularly
useful for studying how names for actions can emerge in a population. One type
of Action Game are Posture Games where the speaker does not describe the action
but the bodily posture that he expects the hearer to adopt, such as “arms raised” or
“sitting” (Steels & Spranger, 2011).

The Posture Game is again played by a population P of agents which have a
physical body which they can control to execute actions in the world and a sensory
system to get feedback about their own actions (proprioception) and to observe
actions by others (through vision). Two members are randomly selected from the
population to take on the roles of speaker and hearer respectively.

1. The speaker chooses a posture from his inventory of postures.

2. The speaker retrieves the name for this posture in his vocabulary and transmits
that to the hearer.

3. The hearer retrieves the posture by looking up the name in his own vocabulary
and evokes the motor behavior that could achieve this posture.

4. The speaker observes the posture adopted by the hearer and checks whether
it fits with the prototypical visual body-image of the posture he had originally
chosen.
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(a) If this is not the case, the speaker signals failure. The speaker activates
his own motor behavior for achieving this posture in order to repair the
communication, so that there is an opportunity for the hearer to learn the
speaker’s name for this posture.

(b) Otherwise the speaker signals success.

Again, this game definition is just a setting. The solution takes the form of concrete
proposals for language strategies by which speaker and hearer can invent, learn,
and coordinate names for postures, as well as learn the visual image schemata of
a posture, the motor control programs to achieve the posture, and the associations
between the two. Language games almost always raise many fundamental issues
in cognitive science. For example, to be able to play the posture game, the players
need to have a mirror system so that they can recognize actions of others in terms of
their own actions (Rizzolatti & Arbib, 1998). But there are also recurrent problems
that come up in almost every game. For example, both the Naming Game and
the Action Game require that the population establishes lexical conventions, even
though the game script, the conceptual system, and the strategies of the agents are
different.

3.2. The Semiotic Cycle

Playing a fully grounded language game requires that speakers and hearers to
go through the semiotic cycle shown in Figure 1. The relevant processes take place
against the background of turn-taking and attention sharing behaviors and scripts
monitoring and achieving the dialog.

The processes relevant for the speaker are:

1. Grounding: The first set of processes carried out by both the speaker and the
hearer must maintain a connection between the internal factual memory and
the states and actions in the world that dialog partners want to talk about.
They include segmentation, feature extraction, object recognition, event clas-
sification, object tracking, object manipulation, etc.

2. Conceptualization: The second set of processes must select what needs to be
said and then conceptualize the world in a way that it can be translated into
natural language expressions which satisfy the communicative goal that the
speaker wants to achieve (Talmy, 2000). For example, if we say “the car is in
front of the tree”, we have conceptualized the tree as having a front which is
directed towards us, and the car as being in between ourselves and this front.
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3. Production: (also known as verbalization or formulation (Levelt, 1989)): This
set of processes takes a semantic structure and turns it through a series of
mappings into a surface form, taking into account the lexical, grammatical,
morphological and phonological conventions of the language as captured by
various constructions.

4. Speech Articulation: This set of processes renders a sentence into the fast
movements of the articulatory system required to produce actual speech and
gestures.

sensorimotor
systems

meaning

world 
model

goal

conceptualisation

production

world

utterance

reference

sensorimotor
systems

meaning

action
world 
model

interpretation

parsing

reference

speaker hearer

Semiotic Cycle

Figure 1. The semiotic cycle summarizes the main processes that the speaker (left) and
the hearer (right) go through. Sentence parsing and production is only one of the activities
within this cycle.

The processes relevant for the hearer are:

1. Speech Recognition: The speech signal needs to be processed through a bat-
tery of signal processing and pattern recognition processes to get a reasonable
set of hypotheses about the speech elements that might be present.

2. Parsing: The hearer uses these data to reconstruct as well as possible the
meaning of the utterance that is transmitted by the speaker. Again, this pro-
cess is highly elaborate due to the complexity of natural language and the
presence of ambiguities.
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3. Interpretation: The hearer must then confront the meaning resulting from
the parsing process with his or her own factual memory of the world and
understanding of the dialog context in order to find a correct interpretation
of the utterance that fits with his or her own expectations and observations.
For example, the hearer must retrieve the object in the scene that the speaker
wanted him or her to pay attention to.

4. Grounding: The hearer must therefore also maintain a connection through
perception and action between his or her internal factual memory and the
states of the world, possibly including the mental states of the speaker.

On top of this cycle are the meta-level processes that perform diagnostics and repairs
and the alignment routines which are executed based on the outcome of a game
(Steels, 2011).

4. Language Game Experiments

It is almost impossible to understand the consequences of a proposed language
strategy, particularly for complex strategies with rich conceptualizations and com-
plex grammar, which is the main reason why computer simulations and robotic
experiments of language games are necessary. A language game experiment is in-
tended to test an evolutionary explanation for some aspect of language, for example,
why languages have ‘fuzzy’ quantifiers, such as “some”, “a few”, “almost all”, etc.
(Pauw & Hilferty, 2011), so the first step is always to be very clear about the phe-
nomena one wants to investigate.

Setting up an experiment requires defining (i) an environment and an embod-
iment of the agents, (ii) a communicative goal within this environment, which is
assumed to be part of a larger cooperative interaction that is usually not modeled,
(iii) a game script, that not only deals with routine use but also with feedback and
repair, and (iv) a population structure. The challenge is then to come up with an
operational language strategy so that agents endowed with this strategy cannot only
routinely use the aspect of language under study but also learn it from others and
invent and coordinate a language system from scratch given this strategy. Some
experiments go one step further and provide agents only with the necessary compo-
nents to evolve new language strategies and try them out in a selectionist semiotic
dynamics, but the goal of the experiment is the same, namely to arrive at a shared
communication system that is adequate for the embodiment, environment, and co-
operative goal of the language game.
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If carried out properly, language game experiments are able to establish in an
objective fashion whether a proposed strategy works, what its performance charac-
teristics are, how different alternative strategies compare and might compete with
each other in a selectionist dynamics and how new strategies could form by recruit-
ment or by exaptation from an existing strategy.

Many different types of language games can be imagined and realistic human
dialogs always involve many different games at the same time. For the purposes of
methodical scientific investigation, it is however useful to focus on a single language
game so that the linguistic phenomena of interest can be studied in isolation. The
landscape of possible language games is vast and only very small patches have
been explored so far in concrete experiments, but this has already yielded a body
of technical expertise, tools, and fundamental insights that carry across different
language games.

4.1. Environment and Embodiment

Artificial agents in language evolution experiments can be in software, operat-
ing in a virtual software world, or they can take the form of physically instantiated
robotic agents which move about and act in the real world. When the agents are
operating purely in a virtual environment, we talk about non-grounded language
games, otherwise we talk about grounded language games. Using robots is highly
relevant for language evolution research because language undoubtly originated for
talking about the real world as experienced by sensors and embedded in cooper-
ative physical actions in the world. Abstract concepts are usually based on the
metaphorical extension of embodied concepts and language (Lakoff, 1987), which
suggests that we should attempt to explain the origins of perceptually grounded lan-
guage first. Moreover, language is a non-modular system. None of the components
needed for language (world perception, speech, grammatical processing, conceptu-
alization) is reliable on its own. To achieve robust production and comprehension
of language requires therefore a whole systems approach in which one component
can make up for the weakness of another one and different components need to
co-evolve to explain how the whole system could emerge.

The earliest embodied language game experiments already took place in the late
nineties. They used very basic ‘cybernetic’ robots, built out of Lego blocks, simple
sensors for infrared and touch, and basic motor control (Steels & Vogt, 1997), or
pan-tilt cameras oriented towards a wall with geometric images so that large series
of ‘Talking Heads’ experiments could be done (Steels et al., 2002). As robotics
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Figure 2. Experimental setup for a language game played with embodied agents. This
setup was designed to do experiments in spatial language in which agents have to draw
attention to one of the objects in the environment by describing it. Because the objects look
the same spatial language becomes useful. Notice also that the robots look at the scene
from opposite views, so that expressions such as left and right are ambiguous except when
the vantagepoint is expressed as well.

technologies matured, robots became more complex, first using a typical circular
base, then 4-legged robots such as the AIBO (Steels & Kaplan, 2001; Steels &
Loetzsch, 2008) and more recently humanoid robots (as shown in Figure 2) with
much more powerful hardware for sensori-motor intelligence and computation. The
experiments reported later all use a humanoid platform.

To have any scientific value, we always need to do several experimental runs
to get statistically significant results. Unfortunately, robots are still a very scarce
resource today and it takes quite a while (usually on the order of several minutes)
to perform a single grounded language game.

We overcome the first limitation through a ‘teleporting’ facility (McIntyre et al.,
1999) that was pioneered in the Talking Heads experiment (Steels & Kaplan, 2002).
The internal states of the agents (their perceptual system, vocabularies, grammars,
concepts, memory of past interactions, etc.) are stored as data on a central server.
When a game has to start, two agents are selected from the population to play the
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role of speaker and hearer and their state is downloaded into the robots so that they
become fully autonomous. No other interaction is possible between these robots
except through the world. After the game has ended, the changed software state of
the two agents is uploaded again to the server and statistics are collected.

The teleporting facility makes it possible to have a large population, even if
there are only a few physical robots available. The Internet can be used to send
around agent states from one physical location to another and to have several games
at the same time. The Talking Heads experiment thus managed to handle thousands
of embodied agents which performed hundreds of thousands of language games, in
different locations in Belgium, France, England, and Japan.

We overcome the second limitation by systematically storing the complete
sensory-motor states of agents as they engage in situated grounded interactions,
which is useful for analysis anyway, and to use these data later as input for other
games, possibly by other agents. This makes it not only possible to do a much larger
number of experiments. It also becomes possible to test alternative solutions on the
same sensory-motor data. The only aspect of a game which is then no longer ‘real’
are the actions taken as a consequence of a communication, for example pointing
gestures, but these actions can be deduced and simulated. For example, the direc-
tion of pointing of the hearer can be projected into the visual scene perceived by the
speaker and the speaker can formulate and communicate feedback about success
and failure directly and even correct the hearer again with a new simulated pointing
gesture.

Given this approach, it becomes furthermore possible to do experiments where
the sensory-motor data of the agents is entirely based on a simulated virtual world.
For example, experiments in color language games can use a database of perceptual
color data or pictures from real world scenes. However, the more we use simu-
lated worlds the more we move away from reality and therefore risk to make wrong
assumptions about what perceptual systems could possibly provide, and what ac-
tions in the world (such as pointing gestures) could effectively be performed and
recognized.

There are a number of dimensions for possible environments in language games
that have an important impact on whether a particular language strategy will work
or not:

1. Static vs. dynamic: There is obviously a huge difference whether the objects
in the world do or do not move, and whether the agents move or not. The
differences concern partly the sensory-motor processing that agents will have
to be capable off to recognize moving objects and event structure, and which
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actions they can perform. But also in terms of conceptualization and language
there are huge differences. Many aspects of language, such as temporal struc-
ture expressed through tense or aspect, are irrelevant in static worlds.

2. Open vs. closed: An open world is one where new objects may appear at
any time or when the characteristics and activities of objects may change. In
a closed world the set of possible objects and their characteristics are fixed
at the beginning of the experiment. When the world is open, many machine
learning methods that rely on supervised learning or on scanning of a com-
plete example set no longer work. Instead, all components of a language
strategy have to be incremental.

3. Degree of stochasticity: When conducting experiments with physically in-
stantiated agents in real environments there are many sources of error, noise,
or just stochasticity. This occurs both for the speech signal and speech artic-
ulation, for the behavior of the objects in the environment, and for the non-
verbal feedback that is provided. For example, pointing gestures by robotic
agents unavoidably include error either in producing the gesture or in recog-
nizing it, and this may have a significant impact on which strategy is used or
on the behavior of a strategy (Steels & Kaplan, 1998b).

4.2. Communicative Goal

The communicative goal determines whether a communication succeeds or
fails. The goal is itself something outside of communication, i.e. something that
the speaker wants to achieve, such as draw attention to an object in the environ-
ment, get an object, or obtain information. Communication is therefore embedded
in cooperative interactions even if they are not modeled explicitly in most language
game experiments.

Typologies of communicative goals have been proposed in the literature on
speech acts. For example, Austin (1975) has made a distinction between illocu-
tionary acts, which express or imply desires, locutionary acts, which describe or
inquire about the situation itself, and perlocutionary acts, which are like commands
where the speaker wants the hearer to do something. Searle (1969) has made a
distinction between different types of illocutionary speech acts, including represen-
tatives, where the speaker commits to the truth of a proposition, directives, where
the speaker commands an action, commissives, where the speaker makes a promise
of a future action, etc.
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In language game experiments, the following communicative goals have so far
been explored:

1. Game of reference: This is a language game where the speaker draws the at-
tention of the hearer to an object in the environment, which is usually present
in the immediate context. From a semantic point of view, games of reference
imply a Discrimination Game because the speaker has to find a unique prop-
erty or set of properties that distinguishes the object from others in the present
context. Feedback on communicative success can take place by a pointing
gesture of the hearer, and a repair can again take the form of a pointing ges-
ture by the speaker. Many variants of the Naming Game exist depending on
the complexity of the language or the uncertainty involved. Here are two
important cases:

(a) Naming Game. The term Naming Game is employed for settings where
there is no ambiguity about the semantic domain that is used to dis-
criminate the topic with respect to the other objects in the context and
therefore when a single word can be used to name the distinctive cate-
gory that identifies the referent. The Naming Game is particularly use-
ful for studying the semiotic dynamics underlying conventionalization
(Baronchelli, 2011), and the co-evolution between the formation of per-
ceptually grounded categories (such as colors or spatial relations) and
an emerging vocabulary (see for example (Bleys, 2011)).

(b) Guessing Game The complexity of a Game of Reference increases sub-
stantially when there is more than one possible distinctive category for
the topic, because this introduces much more uncertainty for the hearer
about the meaning of an unknown word. This is Quine’s ”Gavagai”
problem (Quine, 1960). The biggest challenge in Guessing Games is to
combat the combinatorial explosion of possible meanings, as discussed
in a later chapter by (Wellens & Loetzsch, 2011).

(c) Multi-Word Guessing Game: As soon as there are multiple meaning
dimensions and more than one meaning is required to identify the ref-
erent, there is the possibility to use more than one word, and this raises
the next level of difficulty: How to distribute meanings over different
words? (De Beule, 2011)

2. Action game This is a language game where the speaker wants the hearer to
perform a particular action. From a semantic point of view, an Action Game
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again implies a Discrimination Game as well because the speaker has to find
unique distinctive properties of the action that he wants the hearer to perform.
On the other hand, feedback on communicative success can no longer be
based on pointing gestures but must be based on recognizing the intended
effect of the action, and this implies the speaker and hearer develop a mirror
system linking visual images of actions or their outcome with motor control
programs to achieve them. The speaker can repair a dialog by performing the
action himself.

(a) Posture game In a Posture Game, the speaker describes a particular pos-
ture, e.g. “lie”, and expects the hearer to perform the necessary motor
control actions to achieve that posture (Steels & Spranger, 2011). Pos-
ture games are of great interest because many languages use postures
by extension for grammatical meanings, such as aspect, or transfer pos-
tures from the action domain to the spatial domain which is common in
Germanic languages like Dutch (Spranger & Loetzsch, 2009).

(b) Movement game A Movement Game describes the action that the
speaker wants the hearer to perform, such as “stand up”. Often the
objects involved in the action and their roles need to be described as
well, as in “pick up the big red block”, which then brings in the need
for games of reference to identify the objects, and expression of argu-
ment structure. One of the main challenges of actions involving objects
in language game experiments is that this requires greater motor control
capacities from the robot.

3. Description Game In a Description Game, the speaker describes a particular
situation. This task is in itself too open-ended to define success criteria and
provide adequate feedback and repair. Variants of this game define further
constraints and hence different types of communicative success.

(a) Factual Description Game: This game is successful if the hearer agrees
that the description produced by the hearer is valid for the situation that
speaker and hearer experienced or are experiencing. It is for example
used in a later chapter (van Trijp, 2011) to study how case markers can
emerge.

(b) Differential Description Game: This game involves two different
scenes, for example shown as two separate videoclips, and the hearer
has to select which of these two fits best with the description produced
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by the speaker. This game implies again a Discrimination Game to find
enough unique characteristics to uniquely identify which scene should
be chosen. A Differential Description Game has been used for example
in (Gerasymova et al., 2009) to study the emergence of aspect and it is
frequently used in psycholinguistic ‘preferential looking’ experiments,
particularly with very young children.

The complexity of the language in each of these games can vary considerably from
single words to multi words and from morphological markers or particles attached
to words to item-based constructions and then fully hierarchical grammatical de-
scriptions. It is certainly possible to identify many more communicative goals and
many additional types of games. The list above enumerates only the language games
that have been studied in depth so far. One must keep in mind that setting up and
conducting concrete experiments takes years of work, often by a team of technically
highly skilled researchers. Even for the games listed here, there are still many issues
that are left unexplored.

4.3. Population Structure

A language game experiment not only involves an embodiment and an environ-
ment but also a population of agents, which can be physically embodied or not.
This population may have a number of characteristics that play an important role
in the semiotic dynamics observed in the experiment. Moreover not all language
strategies are effective for all population structures.

1. Structured vs. Unstructured Populations: In the case of an unstructured pop-
ulation, all agents have an equal chance to interact with any other agent. For a
structured population, agents are either divided up into different subsets or there
is some network structure imposed on the population which influences the proba-
bility with which two agents interact (Baronchelli, 2011). Structured populations
are of course the rule in human languages, because language users have different
geographic or social characteristics and some speakers have much greater influence
than others because they reach large groups of hearers.

2. Active vs. Passive: Agents can differ with respect to how much they are ac-
tively participating in the invention of the language or just passively adopting what
others have invented. Indeed, it is well known that some human language users have
a more creative approach to language use than others, and first or second language
learners usually adopt the attitude that they must accept the norm rather than invent
their own. The attitude towards alignment also differs. Some language users tend
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to strongly align, even within the course of a single dialog, whereas others do not
align at all and tend to stick with their own inventions. These different attitudes are
clearly observable within experimental semiotics experiments with human subjects
(Galantucci, 2005).

3. Coordination vs. Iterated Learning: In the case of a fully coordinated popu-
lation, all agents participating in a language game take turns and have equal rights in
shaping the language. This means that they can always act both as speaker or hearer
and as speaker they can invent new words, coerce words into new functions, apply
grammatical constructions to new situations, introduce new categories, etc. Coordi-
nation models rely critically on alignment to achieve convergence in the population
(Garrod & Anderson, 1987). In Iterated Learning models (Brighton et al., 2005)
there is a strict division between a subpopulation of tutors and a subpopulation of
learners. Learners only act as hearers and have no influence over the language of
the tutors. Iterated learning models are useful because they isolate the potential role
of the learner in language evolution, but this restriction also leaves out other fac-
tors that are crucial in the selectionist theory explored here, in particular the role of
communicative success.

4. Dynamic vs. Static Populations: A static population has a fixed set of mem-
bers of a given size which does not change in the course of an experiment. A dy-
namic population shows a turn over in its constitution, with some members entering
the population without any knowledge of the existing language systems or strate-
gies and other members leaving, taking with them the knowledge that they acquired.
Dynamic populations can be used both for Coordination and Iterated Learning mod-
els. In Iterated Learning models, the learners become tutors for the next cohorte of
learners, creating a chain. In coordination models, new agents entering the popula-
tion participate with full rights but they will have almost no influence on the total
language. If the population in- and out-flux is very high then existing language
structures may collapse and new paradigmatic choices of language systems or even
new strategies may have to emerge (Steels & Kaplan, 1998a).

4.4. Scaffolding

Implementing a complete semiotic cycle is enormously challenging, particularly
with grounded autonomous robots, hence it is customary to scaffold certain aspects
of the cycle, depending on the research question one wants to ask:

1. Scaffolding speech: Although there have also been experiments in the evolu-
tion of speech sounds (de Boer, 1999; Oudeyer, 2005), usually the speech actions
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of a language game are scaffolded, in the sense that agents communicate using
symbolic transmission of the utterance. The symbols are constructed by the agents
themselves by the random assembly of syllables. This approach makes it possible
to better focus on issues of lexicon, grammar or concept formation.

2. Scaffolding world models: It is possible to scaffold all aspects related to per-
ception and physical behavior by providing the speaker and the hearer directly with
a world model that is already in a conceptual form. World models are often defined
using an ontology with which possible instances can be generated. When the world
model is scaffolded we speak about non-grounded language games, otherwise about
grounded language games.

3. Scaffolding conceptualization: It is possible to scaffold the conceptualization
process, which implies that the speaker is directly given a meaning to express. In
the simplest case (known as direct meaning transfer), the hearer is given the same
meaning and the game is a success if the hearer has been able to reconstruct the
meaning that the speaker had to produce. Direct meaning transfer is not a very
desirable method because it ignores the fact that communicative success is the goal
of a language game, and success may be reached even if the meanings of speaker
and hearer are not the same. Direct meaning transfer also ignores the possibility
that the conceptual system and the linguistic system co-evolve, which is one of the
central tenets of the selectionist theory explored here. So none of the language
experiments discussed later uses direct meaning transfer, although the technique is
useful in a first preparatory phase of an experiment.

4. Scaffolding the language system: It is often useful to test a particular exper-
imental set up by providing all agents in the population with a particular language
system and establish a baseline performance. When the language system is a recon-
struction from an existing human language (see section 5), then it becomes easier to
follow the grammaticalization process. Usually those aspects of language which are
not being studied but nevertheless essential to get a verbal interaction operational
are scaffolded. For example, the study of determiners can only take place when
there are nominal phrases, but the semantics and grammar of such phrases can be
scaffolded.

5. Scaffolding the language strategy: Finally it is useful to scaffold the lan-
guage strategy the agents are using, instead of having the strategy evolve through
recruitment or exaptation. When strategies are based on reconstructions from hu-
man language more realism and hence more relevance is obtained (see section 5).
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5. Types of Experiments

Just as in any other kind of scientific experiment, it is important to decide first
what the experiment is going to prove, in other words which phenomenon of lan-
guage is being targeted, what the main hypotheses are and how these hypotheses are
going to be experimentally validated, possibly in opposition to competing hypothe-
ses. Because an experiment is very complex to set up, it will always be necessary
to deal with many other aspects of language, possibly scaffolded. If there are sev-
eral hypotheses, the experiment has to be designed in such a way that some critical
parameter can be varied to find out the causal relation between the hypothesis and
the phenomena we want to explain. A parameter can either be related to the envi-
ronment, the population structure or the communicative goal. Or it can be related to
the internals of the agent: What perceptual and motor capacities are needed? What
strategies are adopted? What game script is effective?

5.1. Measures

It is standard practice to simulate games sequentially and use only two agents
per game, even though it is entirely possible (in fact each proposed strategy should
allow it) that several agents participate in a single game or that many language
games go on at the same time. It is also standard practice to monitor communica-
tive success as the games unfold over time and plot the running average. Commu-
nicative success is not determined by an outside observer but always by the agents
themselves, and particularly the speaker.

Usually several experiments are carried out with the same world conditions and
the running average for different experiments is plotted with standard deviation.
Measurements are often scaled with respect to the number of games played per
agent so that results are represented as scaled with respect to population size. Figure
3 shows an example (taken from (Steels & Loetzsch, 2011)). It shows (left y-axis)
the communicative success of a particular language strategy for the Naming Game
in a population of 10 agents.

Other measures are often taken as games unfold, such as the average number
of categories in the ontologies of the agents, the central points of prototypes, the
emerging set of Aktionsart distinctions or the contours of spatial categories, the
number of semantic roles and syntactic cases, the set of markers playing a role in
agreement, the number of abstract argument structure constructions, and so on. It
is also very useful to track the evolution with respect to selectionist criteria, such
as expressive adequacy, cognitive effort, learnability, and social conformity, or to
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Figure 3. Semiotic Dynamics of the Non-Grounded Naming Game with 10 agents self-
organizing a vocabulary to name 5 unique objects using proper names. The number of
games per agent is shown on the x-axis. Both the running average of communicative suc-
cess (left y-axis) and of the average vocabulary size (right y-axis) are shown. The agents
reach 100 % communicative success and lexical variation gets damped so that an optimal
vocabulary of 5 names, one for each individual object, emerges.

monitor how the preference for paradigmatic language system choices or strategies
is changing over time.

5.2. Language System Formation Experiment

A language system formation experiment examines whether a particular lan-
guage strategy (which has both a conceptual and a linguistic component) indeed
leads to the emergence of a language system that is adequate for the game setting.
Adequate means that communicative success rises, which implies that selection-
ist criteria (expressive adequacy, minimal cognitive effort, learnability, and social
conformity) get optimized. A formation experiment involves the creation of a pop-
ulation of agents which are all programmed with this strategy and then made to play
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games against contexts produced by the environment. In each game, two members
are randomly selected from the population. Results such as the one shown in Figure
3 are typical. This is a successful experiment, in the sense that the language strategy
being used lead to total success.

Communicative success may not be 100 % because very often a particular lan-
guage system cannot deal with all possible situations that might come up in a game.
For example, if we are studying the emergence of a basic color term system, situa-
tions may come up where the color samples are so close to each other in the color
space that basic color terms are not enough to distinguish them.

A formation experiment can only work when agents are able to carry out the di-
alog implied by the language game, when they have an effective learning strategy to
adopt the language from others and when they have an effective strategy for inven-
tion and alignment. Each of these factors can be studied separately in preparatory
experiments:

• It is common to first carry out a reconstruction experiment by endowing
agents with a language system designed by hand (possibly based on an ex-
isting human language) in order to see whether the game script works and the
agents have the right perceptual, conceptual and linguistic competence to be
successful in the game. Such a reconstruction experiment also gives a perfor-
mance baseline. Note that such an experiment is already very non-trivial. For
example, suppose we want to reconstruct the German case system, then tough
problems in the parsing and production of argument structure realization and
agreement need to be solved (van Trijp, 2011).

• It is common to then carry out an acquisition experiment by taking away the
language system for one subpopulation of learning agents and endowing the
other subpopulation of tutoring agents with a reconstructed language system.
Acquisition implies that diagnostics and repairs for adoption and routines for
alignment have to be operationalized. Again this is a very non-trivial task, be-
cause it implies that very difficult problems in language learning are tackled.

• Only then a full language formation experiment is conducted, in which the
strategy of the agents is complemented with diagnostics and repairs for in-
vention.
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5.3. Strategy Niche Experiments

Different language strategies have different performance profiles, which can
only be tested by letting the agents develop language systems based on the strate-
gies. The settings where a particular strategy has the best performance is called
its linguistic niche. For example, a color strategy based on brightness distinctions
(with dull, bright, shiny, etc.) will work well in an environment where all objects
have the same hue but different brightness, but it will fail when all objects have the
same brightness but different hue (Bleys, 2011). Strategy performance is measured
when the semiotic dynamics has reached a steady state, for example with no further
significant change. Performance can focus on communicative success, but other
measures such as convergence or minimal cognitive effort can also be relevant.

Strategy niche experiments are often presented in bar plots or in graphs as shown
in figure 4 (from Bleys, 2011) where one dimension (the x-axis) shows the variation
in a critical experimental parameter, such as the percentage of hue difference in the
samples presented as part of the same context in a game, and the other dimension
(the y-axis) shows performance reached at the steady-state.

5.4. Strategy Competition Experiments

In strategy niche experiments, the experimenter designs the strategies and then
tests them one by one for different experimental parameters. In strategy competi-
tion experiments, the agents themselves have more than one strategy and the exper-
imenter tries to assess what kind of dynamics might then occur in the population.
There are several possibilities:

1. The environment is such that one strategy is preferable, and it is then desired
that this strategy becomes dominant.

2. All strategies have similar performance, and in that case one of them may still
become dominant by convention.

3. There is a dominant strategy, but it is not optimal from the viewpoint of some
selectionist criterion. We may see a strategy shift taking place towards an-
other strategy.

An example of a competition experiment is discussed in a later chapter by van Trijp
(2011). Agents are seeded with the currently dominant case system of Spanish,
but also with an alternative gender-based strategy that is not determining the case
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Figure 4. Strategy niche experiments comparing three strategies in a Color Naming Game.
The environment consists of samples with different hues and brightness characteristics. One
strategy uses hue only to develop the color categories, a second strategy a combination of
hue and brightness and a third strategy brightness only. Unexpectedly, when the maximum
percentage of hue difference is present in the color samples, the hue strategy has the highest
fitness.

system but could potentially increase the systematicity and learnability of the lan-
guage. The experiment shows how the population indeed undergoes a paradigm
shift towards this other strategy, similar to what is happening in Spanish today.

5.5. Strategy Formation Experiment

A strategy formation experiment is the most challenging. The experimenter now
no longer designs the strategies but provides only primitive cognitive functions that
can be recruited to build strategies. The challenge for each agent is not only to
come up with a working strategy that can build a conceptual and linguistic system,
but also to arrive at agreement within the population about which strategy should
be used. Although such experiments have already been performed, this challenge is
still in its initial stages of development and is not discussed in the present book.
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6. Empirical Relevance of Language Game Experiments

Artificial language evolution experiments have a number of advantages com-
pared to psychological experiments or linguistic reconstructions: We can monitor
the complete state of all the artificial agents as the evolutionary process unfolds. We
can take out or add components to language strategies and see their effect. We can
roll back the clock and start an experiment again to see how alternative solutions are
explored. And we can systematically compare different theories of language evolu-
tion by testing how well they are able to cope with the communicative challenges
arising in a particular language game. Of course, to tackle significant properties of
human language, the agents need to become more complex because language itself
is complex and it is about a complex world, but the state of the art in computer
science, Artificial Intelligence, computational linguistics, and robotics is now far
enough that artificial language evolution experiments are entirely feasible, as the
many examples contained further in this book show.

The sceptical cognitive scientist or neuroscientist tends to object that the op-
erationalization of the cognitive functions needed by language strategies are not
based on models of human neurobiological structures and processes and that the
mechanisms used by the human brain might therefore be very different. This is of
course true, but, first of all, at least some of the processes responsable for language
evolution are of a cultural nature and do not depend on the particular characteris-
tics of human brain implementation. Just like one can study economic or social
decision-making without necessarily having a detailed model of the neurobiologi-
cal processes involved, we can study some of the principles relevant for the origins
and development of language and cognition by staying at a functional and cultural
level.

Second, the functional models we are using have an important advantage over
the boxology of classical neurology because each component in the model has been
operationalized and it has been shown that the whole system is indeed able to per-
form the functions that are ascribed to it. Hence the models could help to elucidate
better which kind of information processing the brain needs to carry out in principle
(compared to boxology). The wing of an airplane is not made out of feathers but
it has the same function as a bird wing and the construction and investigation of
artificial wings therefore tells us a lot about natural wings.

The sceptical linguist tends to object that the artificial languages emerging in
these experiments are not exactly like human languages, indeed, they can never
be, and that therefore these experiments are merely theoretical. This criticism is
valuable but can be addressed by starting the investigation how a particular class of
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linguistic phenomena (for example tense-aspect systems) might arise by a recon-
struction of a language system that is actually observed in a human language. This
suggests that an ideal research project in evolutionary linguistics should go through
the following steps:

1. The first step is to select a particular language strategy and an example lan-
guage where this strategy is clearly used. We should then perform a survey of the
linguistic facts. In the best case, an adequate description can already be found in
the linguistic literature, and a representative corpus can be found or constructed
with example sentences for later testing. For example:

• We might be interested in spatial language, and specifically in the expression
of spatial categories with lexical items, as in “left” vs. “right” or “near” vs.
“far” (Spranger, 2011).

• We might be interested in a graded color term strategy, as in “very blue” or
“slightly blue”, and use Tarahumara, a North Mexican indiginous language, as
example language because it has a system of morphological affixes to express
graded color terms (Bleys, 2011).

• We might be interested in the expression of epistemic modality, which ex-
presses the speaker’s attitude with respect to the truth, probability, certainty,
belief or evidence of propositions, and use Spanish as an example language
because it has a prominent language system for mood and modality (Beuls,
2011).

2. The second step is to understand the ecological or functional significance of
the language system: What communicative need is being addressed? Why is this
system there? This analysis has a direct impact on the design of a language game
where this communicative need arises. The game and the environment of the agents
should be such that the communicative need is real and therefore act as a trigger to
stimulate concept formation as well as lexicalization and grammaticalization pro-
cesses. For example:

• To study spatial language, a game of reference could be used where the ob-
jects are not identifiable through proper names or descriptions of their visual
characteristics (such as color) only, so that it becomes relevant and even nec-
essary to use the position of objects with respect to the partners in the game
or with respect to other objects acting as landmarks (Spranger, 2011).
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• To study case strategies, a description game could be used in which the
speaker describes the event occurring in the scene and the hearer agrees or
disagrees that the description is valid for the scene. Often it is necessary to
describe the roles of the participants in an event because the same type of
event may occur more than once, and this triggers the need for expressing
argument structure (van Trijp, 2011).

• Part of grammatical structure is about avoiding the cognitive effort of the
hearer in parsing (Steels & Wellens, 2006), and so a language game chal-
lenge can be set up that involves hierarchical constituent structure which is
not explicitly marked. This then acts as a framework for studying the emer-
gence of constituent ordering or of an agreement system (Beuls & Hoefer,
2011).

3. The third step is to reconstruct the language system that was chosen as case
study. This means: to implement representations for the meanings to be expressed
and for the processes that ground these meanings in reality through the sensory-
motor system of the agent, and to reconstruct the lexical and grammatical construc-
tions for parsing and producing sentences. This reconstruction can be tested ob-
jectively with a corpus of utterance or with an experimental data set obtained from
artificial robotic agents, so that a performance baseline can be established. Usu-
ally a particular language system does not lead to 100 % communicative success,
because in normal sentences and natural dialog, several language strategies cooper-
ate. For example, basic color terms may not be accurate enough to identify a color
sample, in which case a combination of basic colors with graded membership terms
(such as “slightly blue”) becomes useful. Aspects of language which do not involve
the target language system under investigation but are nevertheless necessary to get
produce or comprehend sentences can be scaffolded. For example, in grammatical
experiments it is often useful to scaffold an initial vocabulary.

4. The fourth step is to operationalize the language strategy. This means: to im-
plement operators for inventing, adopting, and aligning both the conceptual system
and the linguistic system covered by this strategy. The adequacy of this operational-
ization can be objectively tested through an experiment whereby some agents in the
population act as accomplished speakers (based on the results of the reconstruction
in step 3) and others act as learners that use an implementation of the operational
language strategy but have no prior knowledge of the language system.

5. The next step is to perform an experiment in language formation in which
none of the agents is given language systems, but all of them are endowed with
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the same language strategy. The agents then engage in a series of language games
where they invent, adopt, and align their private language systems in the hope that a
shared language system emerges. The emergent language system will of course not
be identical to the one found in the target language, but it should have strong sim-
ilarities. For example, a basic set of color categories and color terms emerges, but
it may not be the one found in English or Polish, or an agreement system emerges
but it the semantic or syntactic features that have to agree (for example person and
number) are not the ones found in German or Polish. The success in reaching this
step can again be objectively evaluated, by tracking communicative success, con-
vergence and the relation to the naturally occurring language system that was used
as the point of departure.

6. The final step is to try and explain how the language strategy itself could
emerge. In this case, the experimenters take one further step back and endow agents
only with a set of possible cognitive functions that they can recruit and configure
to build the conceptualization and language processing needed to enact a language
system and the invention, adoption and alignment operators that allow them to self-
organization a system from scratch. The success of a self-assembled strategy de-
pends on the success the agents have with the language systems they were able to
build and coordinate using this strategy. There is now unavoidable variation, both
in terms of the paradigmatic choices for the language system and for the possible
language strategies, so that semiotic dynamics takes place at two levels: the level of
language strategies, which are now competing or cooperating with each other, and
the level of language systems, where different paradigmatic choices need to arise
and become coordinated.

7. Conclusions

The past decade a new methodology has emerged to develop scientific models
of cultural language evolution. It is based on designing and implementing artificial
agents so that they are able to play language games about situations they perceive
and act upon in the real world. The agents are not pre-programmed with an existing
language but only with the necessary cognitive functions to self-organize a commu-
nication system without human intervention. This chapter discussed what kind of
language games have been researched, the different aspects of an experiment, and
the kinds of methodological steps that are being taken to make language game ex-
periments as relevant as possible to research into the origins and evolution of human
languages.
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